The

Pacific Program

!NHANt! YOUR l!AD!R�HIP JOURN!Y
Founded by Jeffrey Luke, PhD, the Pacific

THREE TENETS OF CATALYTIC LEADERSHIP
Think and Act
Strategically

Program has long been the premiere resource for
cultivating catalytic leadership across state and

Lead from
Personal
Passion and
Strength of
Character

Facilitate
Productive
Work Groups

local government, nonprofit and private sectors in
the Pacific Northwest. Join us at the beautiful
Oregon Garden for an energizing, immersive
training series that opens the door to a modern
approach to leadership. You'll become a member
of an influential association of alumni (Coyotes)

IMMERSIVE TRAININC • $2100
Fee includes 5 days of workshop attendance, meals and evening events at the

and cohorts who share a special, career-defining

Oregon Garden Resort. Participants will be responsible for lodging costs and

bond across decades of specialized instruction.

accommodations. Payment instructions and group rate code for lodging

Availability is limited, register soon to ensure your

accommodations at the Oregon Garden Resort will be sent upon acceptance

place in the program.

into the Pacific Program.

CATALY TIC LEADERSHIP IS BASED ON LEADERS ENGAGING AND MOTIVATING OTHERS TO
TAKE ON LEADERSHIP ROLES, ENGAGING EVER YONE TO WORK TOWARDS A COMMON VISION

Learn More & Register

thelukecenter.org

The

Pacific

Catalytic Leaders Learn From Each
Other

Catalytic Leaders Create Change in
Organizations

Catalytic Leaders Understand Their
Impact on Others

Hear from Pacific Program alumni about

Understanding Oregon's major public policy

Participants will learn how their

how they apply what they have learned

transformation efforts can help catalytic leaders

actions impact others and some skills

in their real lives.

learn to make changes in their own organizations.

they can use with others who are

This session will provide participants with practical

experiencing stressful situations.

Catalytic Leaders Understand
Themselves and Their Vision

tools for creating and sustaining change.

Participants will learn about themselves

Catalytic Leaders Align Their Spirit & Intent

and how they impact their personal

To be able to think and act strategically, a catalytic

Catalytic Leaders Lead from
Personal Passion & Strength of
Character Participants will learn

visions as well as their organization's

leader must have clear alignment between their

about the role that ethics play in

vision.

personal spirit, or sense of self, and their

catalytic leadership, particularly in

demonstrated intentions in interacting with others.

resource-constrained times.

Catalytic Leaders Facilitate Productive Work
Groups by Negotiating

Catalytic Leaders Practice What

To make substantive change in
organizations, there must be strong

Participants will gain a fundamental understanding

\/\/hat to expect when you go back and

catalytic leaders at the top. Participants

of how to develop negotiation skills for their catalytic

how to apply all you've learned.

will learn about times leaders have

leadership toolbox.

Catalytic Leaders Think and Act
Strategically

They've Learned Back Home

proven their ability to think.

Catalytic Leaders Learn by Having
Fun/Structured Networking
Team-building time!

eam More & Register

thelukecenter.org

